EDITOR’S CORNER

It took us a considerable time to produce this important issue of ChildArt, and now that it is printed, it might become your keepsake. We are grateful to the prominent creative leaders for spending their time to talk to you about the arc of their creative development and spirit of innovation.

We thank the business leaders and experts who contributed articles to inform you about their work and the role of art, creativity and innovation for personal fulfillment and economic prosperity of the nation.

We are especially grateful to Paris Buchanan and Antonio Patric Buchanan of PureMoxie, an innovation, insight and ideation consultancy based in Napa, California and with offices in Paris and London for supporting the printing of this issue with a generous donation.

We hope that this issue of ChildArt impels your creativity and inspires you to become an innovator. Our best wishes for a happy and creative 2014!

Creatively yours,

ChildArt
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